Abstract: In this paper we introduce and investigate the notions
I.
Introduction:
A triple (X,  1 , 2 ) where X is a non-empty set and  1 and  2 are topologies on X is called a bitopological space and kelly [7] initiated the study of such spaces. In 1985, Fukutake [2] introduced the concept of g-closed sets in bitopological spaces and after that several authors turned their attention towards generalizations of various concepts of topology by considering bitopological spaces and Indirani et.al. [5] introduced gr*-closed sets in topological spaces and investigated its relationship with the other types of closed sets. The purpose of the present paper is to define a new class of closed sets called (i,j) gr*-closed sets and we discuss some basic properties of (i,j) gr*-closed sets in bitopological spaces.
II.
Preliminaries: If A is a subset of X with a topology , then the closure of A is denoted by -cl(A) of cl(A), the interior of A is denoted by -int(A) of int(A) and the complement of A in X is denoted by A C . Definition: 2.1. A subset A of a topological space (X, τ) is called (i) A generalizad closed set [9] ( briefly g-closed set) if cl(A)U whenever AU ad U is open in X.
(ii) a generalized open set (briefly g-closed set) if A c is g-closed in X. (iii) a regular open set [11] if A= int ( cl (A)) (iv) a semi-open set [8] if Acl (int (A)) Definition 2.2 -the intersection of all pre closed sets containing A is called the pre-closure of A and it si denoted by τ-pcl(A) or pcl(A).
Throughout this paper X and Y always represent nonempty bitoplogical spaces (X, τ 1 ,τ 2 ) and (Y,σ 1, σ 2 ) on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly metioned and the integers I,j,kϵ{1,2}. For a subset A of X, τ i -cl(A) (resp. τ i -int(A), τ i -pcl(A)) denote the closure (resp. interior, preclosure) of A with respect to the toplogy τ i , by GO(X, τ i ) and the family of all τ j -closed set is denoted by the symbol F j . By (I,j) we mean the pair of topologies (τ i ,τ j ). Definition 2.3-A subset A of a topological space (X, τ 1 ,τ 2 ) is called (i) (i,j)-g-closed [2] if τ j -cl(A)U whenever AU and U τ i .
(ii) (i,j)-rg-closed [1] subsets of a bitoplogical space(X, τ 1, τ 2 ) is denoted by D(I,j) (resp. D r (I,j),  (i,j), W(i,j) and C(i,j)).
Definition 2.5 A map f:(X, τ 1, τ 2 )→( (Y, τ 1, τ 2 ) is called: [4] and D r * (i,j)-σ k -continuous [6] ) if the inverse image of every σ k -closed set is (i,j)-g-closed (resp. (i,j)-g
III.
(i,j) gr*-closed sets Definition 3.1: A subset A of a bitopological space (X,  1 , 2 ) is said to be an (i,j) gr*-closed set if  j -rcl(A)  U, whenever A  U and U is  i -g-open.
We denote the family of all (i,j) gr*-closed set in (X,  1 , 2 ) by D r * (i,j). Remark 3.2: By setting  1 =  2 in Definition 3.1, a (1,2) gr*-closed sets is a gr*-closed sets. Proposition 3.3: If A is  j -closed subset of (X,  1 , 2 ) then A is (i,j) gr*-closed. Proof: Let A be  j -closed subset of (X, 1 , 2 ). To prove that A is (i,j) gr*-closed. Let U be any g-open in (X,  i ) such that A  U. Since every r-closed sets are closed, so that A is  j -closed, it follows that  j -cl(A)   j -rcl(A)  U. This implies that  j -rcl(A)  U. Hence A is (i,j) gr*-closed. The converse of the above proposition is not true as seen from the following example. Example 3.4: Let X = {a,b,c},  1 = {,{a},{c},{ab},{ac},X},  2 = {,{c},{ab},X }. Then the subset {b} and {bc} are (1,2)-gr*-closed set but not  2 -closed set in (X, 1 , 2 ). Proposition 3.5: In a bitopological space (X, 1 , 2 ), (i) Every  j --closed is (i,j) gr*-closed.
(ii) Every  j --closed is (i,j) gr*-closed. (iii) Every  j -r-closed is (i,j) gr*-closed. Proof: It follows from (i) Every -closed is closed and by proposition 3.3.
(ii) Every -closed is closed and by proposition 3.3.
(iii) Every r-closed is closed and by proposition 3.3. The converse of the above proposition is not true as seen from the following example. Example 3.6: Let X = {a,b,c},  1 = {,{a},{b},{ab},X} and  2 = {,{b},{ac},X }. Then the subset {bc} is (1,2)-gr*-closed set but not  2 - -closed set in (X, 1 , 2 ). Example 3.7: Let X = {a,b,c},  1 = {,{b},{ac},X} and  2 = {,{a},{b},{ab},X }. Then the subset {ac} is (1,2)-gr*-closed set but not  2 - -closed set in (X, 1 , 2 ). Example 3.8: Let X = {a,b,c},  1 = {,{a},{ab},{ac},X} and  2 = {,{a},{b},{ab},{ac},X }. Then the subset {c} is (1,2)-gr*-closed set but not  2 -r -closed set in (X, 1 , 2 ). Proposition 3.9: In a bitopological space (X,
Proof: (i) Let A be a (i,j) gr*-closed subset of (X, 1 , 2 ). Let U  GO(X, i ) be such that A  U. Then by hypothesis  j -rcl(A)  U. This implies  j -cl(A)  U. Therefore A is (i,j) gr*-closed. Proof of (ii) to (v) are similar to (i).
The following examples show that the reverse implications of above proposition are not true. 
The converse of the above proposition is not true as seen from the following example. Example 3.24: Let X = {a,b,c},  1 = {,{b},{c},{bc},X} and  2 = {,{a},X }. Then the subset A={b},then  2 -cl(A) -A = {c} does not contains any non empty  1 -g-closed set but A is not (1,2)-gr*-closed set. Proposition 3.25: If A is (i,j) gr*-closed set of (X, 1 , 2 ) such that A  B  U   j -rcl(A), then B is also an (i,j)-gr*-closed set of (X, 1 , 2 ). Proposition 3.26: Let A  Y  X and suppose that A is (i,j)-gr*-closed set in X. Then A is (i,j)-gr*-closed set to Y. Proposition 3.27: In a bitopological space (X, Proof. Let (X,τ 1 ) and (X,τ 2 ) are Hausdorff and (X,τ 1 ,τ 2 ) is pairwise gr*O-compact. Since every pairwise gr*Ocompact space is pairwise compact, we have (X,τ 1 ) and (X,τ 2 ) are Hausdorff and (X,τ 1 ,τ 2 ) is pairwise compact. Let F be τ 1 -closed in X. Then F C is τ 1 -open in X. Let ζ = { A i , i∈I, an index set} be the τ 2 -open cover for X. Therefore, ζ ∪ F C is the pairwise open cover for X. Since X is pairwise compact, X = F C ∪ A 1 ∪ …… ∪A n . Hence F = A 1 ∪ …… ∪A n . Hence F is τ 2 -compact. Since (X,τ 2 ) is Hausdorff, we have F is τ 2 -closed. Similarly, every τ 2 -closed set is τ 1 -closed. Therefore τ 1 = τ 2 .
